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Right to Work Movement ‘Vibrant’ in 2019
Compulsory-Dues Repeal Legislation Introduced on Capitol Hill

See Congress page 2

Mark Mix (left, pictured here with H.R.2571 lead sponsor Joe Wilson, in the latter’s 
Capitol Hill office): “Poll after poll shows nearly 80% of Americans who regularly 
vote in federal elections support the Right to Work principle.” 
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On May 8, U.S. Rep. Joe Wilson 
(R-S.C.), joined by 52 original cosponsors, 
introduced legislation that would restore 
an important personal freedom for millions 
of American employees.

Congressman Wilson’s H.R.2571, also 
known as the National Right to Work Act, 
would add not a single word to federal 
labor law.

Instead, it would simply repeal 
the current provisions that authorize 
compulsory union dues and fee payments 
as a condition of employment.

And just a few weeks prior to the 
Wilson legislation’s introduction, U.S. 
Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) filed S.525, a 
measure that is essentially identical to 
H.R.2571, in Congress’s upper chamber.

Twenty-Seven of the 50 
States Already Protect
Employees’ Freedom to Work

Fortunately, ever since the National 
Labor Relations Act (NLRA) was amended 
by a reform-minded Congress in 1947, it 
has explicitly granted states permission to 
enact Right to Work laws.

Twenty-seven states have already 
taken advantage of that prerogative, and 
a majority of Americans in 2019 reside in 
a state where the freedom to get and keep 
a job without being forced to bankroll an 
unwanted union is legally protected.

Nearly a fifth of all state Right to Work 
laws -- Indiana’s, Michigan’s, Wisconsin’s, 
West Virginia’s and Kentucky’s -- were 
adopted since the beginning of 2012. 

Moreover, as commentator David 
French observed in a March article for 
National Review, in states where the 
“vibrant right-to-work movement” has 
secured passage and implementation 
of bans on forced union dues and fees, 
these laws have “sparked faster economic 

growth and greater increases in real 
purchasing power . . . .”

“A wide array of data from the federal 
government and nonpartisan private-
sector researchers confirm Mr. French’s 
assessment of the economic benefits of 
prohibiting forced union membership and 
dues payments,” said National Right to 
Work Committee President Mark Mix.

“To take just one example, U.S. Census 
Bureau statistics show that last year 
50.4% of all Americans lived in a Right 
to Work state, but 69.3% of all permits 
for construction of new, privately-owned, 
single-unit houses were issued in a Right 
to Work state.”

But even though the harm inflicted 
by forced-unionism federal labor laws 

has been mitigated by the NLRA’s pro-
Right to Work “states’ rights” exception, 
enshrined in Section 14(b) of the statute, 
the damage done continues to be vast. 

As a Consequence of Federal
Labor Law, States Have No
Power to Free Many Workers

In fact, the forced-dues amendment 
to the Railway Labor Act (RLA) adopted 
by a Big Labor Congress in 1951 actually 
blocks, to this day, state Right to Work 
laws from protecting employees in the 
railroad and airline industries.

As a consequence of the RLA, tens of 
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Congress Faces Forced-Dues Issue
Continued from page 1

Federal labor law empowers union bosses to get workers fired for refusal to pay dues 
or fees. Big Labor politicians benefit because union officials divert a large share of 
the money they extract from employees into electioneering schemes.

which are Big Labor stooges,” Mr. Mix 
explained.

“That alone will make a major 
difference.

“Poll after poll shows nearly 80% of 
Americans who regularly vote in federal 
elections support the Right to Work 
principle.

“Politicians who ignore what their 
constituents think and vote to perpetuate 
forced union dues may well suffer ballot-
box repercussions down the road.

“Recorded floor votes on H.R.2571 
and S.525 will thus, whether they are 
originally successful or not, pave the 
way for the liberation of every working 
man and woman in America from paying 
compulsory tribute to Big Labor.”  

In the weeks and months ahead, 
Committee members and legislative staff 
will press hard for hearings and floor votes 
on H.R.2571 and S.525.

Recorded Congressional Votes
Would Show Freedom Lovers 
Where Their Politicians Stand

“After roll-call Right to Work floor 
votes in the House and Senate, concerned 
citizens across the U.S. will know for sure 
which of their federal elected officials 
support employee freedom of choice, and 

thousands of railroad and airline industry 
employees who hold jobs based in Right 
to Work states can still be fired for refusal 
to pay union dues or fees, despite what the 
labor laws of their own states say.

Moreover, thousands of additional 
defense, health-care and other industry 
employees who work at military bases, 
centers for disease control, national parks, 
and other jurisdictions in Right to Work 
states that are regarded as “exclusive 
federal enclaves” are currently forced by 
federal law to bankroll a union.

One important benefit of H.R.2571 and 
S.525 is that they would close both the 
RLA loophole and the “exclusive federal 
enclave loophole” that have long prevented 
state Right to Work laws from protecting 
substantial numbers of employees.

Forced Union Dues Put Tax-
And-Spend Politicians in
Office, Keep Them There

Another aspect of federally imposed 
forced unionism that negatively affects 
the entire country, and not just the states 
without Right to Work laws, is that it has 
empowered Big Labor to build and operate 
an enormous, nationwide political machine 
with money conscripted from workers.

“Forced dues-fueled spending by union 
bosses pays for phone banks, get-out-the-
vote drives, propaganda mailings, and 
other so-called ‘in-kind’ support for Big 
Labor’s favored federal as well as state 
and local political candidates across the 
country,” said Mr. Mix.

“Tax-and-Spend, regulation-happy 
politicians who are put in office, and kept 
in office, by the Big Labor machine, which 
is conservatively estimated to spend a total 
of roughly $2 billion on electioneering 
and lobbying in every two-year federal 
campaign cycle, make economic policy for 
the whole country. 

“The onerous taxes and 
counterproductive red tape imposed on 
companies of all sizes by these union-label 
politicians result in slower revenue growth 
for business, and that generally means 
slower growth in cash pay and benefits for 
employees.   

“Of course, Big Labor does the most 
damage in states where union bosses rake 
in the most forced-dues money.

“But if Congress repealed all the 
forced-dues provisions in the NLRA 
and the RLA, this massive impediment 
to economic growth nationwide would 
quickly be lifted.”
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Top Union Officials ‘Collect on an IOU’
Nevada Politicians Show They ‘Don’t Believe Their Own Rhetoric’

Research Institute [NPRI] plausibly 
predicted that passage of S.B.135 would 
raise the annual cost of state government 
to Nevada taxpayers by $500 million.”

Publicly, Big Labor politicians tried 
to brush aside the NPRI’s findings. But 
privately, they were clearly concerned 
about a taxpayer backlash if they rammed 
through S.B.135. That’s undoubtedly why 
action on the bill was delayed for months.

National Union Bosses Flew
To Nevada to Turn up the
Pressure on Lawmakers

By April, national union bosses 
realized that expanding their monopoly-
bargaining privileges in Nevada wasn’t 
going to be as easy as they had anticipated 
this winter.

To show they meant business, in May 
American Federation of State, County 
and Municipal Employees union czar 
Lee Saunders and UNITE HERE union 
honcho Donald “D” Taylor personally 
visited Nevada.

“What we’re saying is you can’t be 
our friend in October and November and 
forget us in January, February, March, 
April and May,” warned Mr. Taylor at a 
union rally held outside a state government 
office building in Las Vegas.

According to the Associated Press, 
Taylor also said that, with only a few 
weeks left in the legislative session, 
Organized Labor was determined to 
collect “on an I.O.U.”

Union-label senators and assemblymen 
in Carson City, Nev., won the applause of 
Big Labor bosses across the country in 
early June by tightening union officials’ 
stranglehold over the provision of public 
services in a state where employees’ Right 
to Work has been protected for more than 
six decades.

Under S.B.135, rubber-stamped by 
the Nevada General Assembly on June 
2, government union bosses who already 
wield monopoly-bargaining privileges 
over Nevada teachers and local employees, 
including police and firefighters, will be 
handed similar power over roughly 20,000 
state employees.

This legislation has not yet been signed 
by Big Labor Gov. Steve Sisolak (D) as 
this newsletter edition goes to press.

But given that Mr. Sisolak declared 
his support for granting union officials 
“exclusive” bargaining control over state 
government employees like prison guards 
and highway patrolmen during his 2019 
State of the State address in January, his 
approval is a virtual certainty. 

Concerns About the Potential
Vast Cost to Taxpayers 
Delayed Bill’s Passage

At the time the monopoly-bargaining 
legislation was originally introduced, the 
Committee sent out a grass-roots mailing 
to pro-Right to Work citizens statewide, 
alerting them to the danger.

“Under government-sector monopoly-
bargaining laws,” explained Committee 
Vice President John Kalb, “civil servants 
are prohibited from dealing directly with 
their employer on workplace matters.

“Government union officials alone have 
the power to join with public employers 
to determine what wages, benefits, and 
work rules will be. Workers who would 
prefer to negotiate on their own behalf are 
prohibited from doing so.

“At the same time, elected officials 
and their appointees lose, to a substantial 
degree, the authority to allocate 
government resources in a way they 
believe is in taxpayers’ best interest. Union 
bosses have an effective veto power over 
elected officials’ decisions.

“Not surprisingly, the growth of 
government spending and taxes typically 
skyrockets when monopoly-bargaining 
laws are adopted and implemented.

“A study by the Nevada Policy 

Big Labor Nevada politicians clearly knew that, if they gave union boss Donald “D” 
Taylor what he wanted, their taxpaying constituents as well as independent-minded 
workers would suffer.  But they ultimately caved in anyway.
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Finally, on May 29, Sisolak staffers 
and apprehensive union-label senators 
gave the green light for a Finance 
Committee hearing on a “compromise” 
version of S.B.135, narrower in scope 
than the original bill, but still antithetical 
to state employees’ individual rights and 
taxpayer interests.

‘Compromise’ a ‘de Facto
Admission’ That Government
Unionism Hurts Taxpayers

Mr. Kalb explained: “Just like 
the original version of S.B.135, the 
‘compromise’ strips state government 
employees of the freedom to seek to be 
rewarded for their individual workplace 
performance.

“Unlike the original version, S.B.135, 
as passed, says that the Legislature can 
potentially veto exorbitant monopoly-
bargaining deals.

“As Las Vegas Review-Journal 
columnist Victor Joecks has pointed out, 
this revision is Big Labor politicians’ 
‘de facto admission’ that monopolistic 
government unionism is detrimental to 
taxpayers.

“Union-boss legislators and Steve 
Sisolak have now shown they don’t 
believe their own rhetoric. 

“But that’s hardly a comfort for the 
state civil servants who will lose their 
freedom and the state taxpayers who will 
be gouged as a consequence of S.B.135’s 
being given the green light despite its 
manifest dangers.”
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College Graduates Flock to Right to Work States
Compulsory-Dues States Offer Fewer Opportunities For Advancement

Federal data on the American workforce 
and employment and unemployment rates 
show that, even as our country’s economy 
experienced during the Obama presidency 
its most anemic recovery since the Great 
Depression, employer demand for college-
educated employees continued to rise at a 
surprisingly rapid clip.

From 2007 through 2017, the total 
population of the U.S., aged 25-64, grew 
by 6.4%, but the number of people in 
that age bracket with at least a bachelor’s 
degree grew by 20.8%.

And according to the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, as of this April, the 
labor force participation rate for college-
educated civilians aged 25 and older 
(including people 65 and over) was 73.9%, 
or 11.1 percentage points higher than the 
overall labor force participation rate.

Also in April, the nationwide 
unemployment rate for the 58.4 million 
college-educated adults aged 25 and over 
and in the labor force was just 2.1%, or 
40% lower than the average for their 
counterparts with a high school degree, 
but no college.

Superior Opportunities For
College-Educated Mean
More, Better Jobs For All

The bottom-line significance of these 
data is that employers across the country 
typically have more difficulty finding a 
qualified college-educated person to fill 
a position than a college-educated person 
has finding a good job.

Of course, not everyone who holds a 
bachelor’s degree and is in the workforce 
is doing well economically. But generally 
speaking, there is still a “seller’s market” 
for college-educated labor in America 
today.

Furthermore, many businesses that 
sustain large numbers of jobs for people 
with associate’s degrees, high school 
diplomas, or less education also require 
a substantial number of college-educated 
people to operate efficiently.

Therefore, the rate at which a state is 
gaining college-educated people, relative 
to the national average, is in itself a good 
indication of how successful the state is in 
creating and retaining good jobs.

According to this important criterion, 
states that still lack Right to Work 
protections for employees are performing 
quite poorly.

Forty-five states were either Right to 
Work or forced-unionism for the entire 
period from 2007 to 2017.

Among these states, all of the eight with 
the lowest percentage gains in working-
age, college-educated population over the 
decade -- Vermont, New Mexico, Rhode 
Island, Connecticut, New Hampshire, 
Maine, Ohio and Illinois -- are forced-
dues states. Ten of the 11 bottom-ranking 
states are forced-dues states.

Lower Cost of Living
Benefits People of All 
Educational Backgrounds

On the other hand, the four states with 
the highest-percentage growth in their 
college-educated populations, aged 25-64, 
from 2007 to 2017 are Utah, Texas, North 
Carolina, and North Dakota.

These states are located, respectively, 
in the Rocky Mountain, Southwestern, 
Southeastern and Plains regions of 
America. 

And they are culturally as well as 
regionally diverse.  

What these states have in common is 
that they all have on the books Right to 
Work laws that make it illegal to force 
employees to join or pay dues or fees 
to an unwanted union as a condition of 
employment.

In the aggregate, from 2007 to 2017 
the 23 states that still didn’t have Right to 

Work laws in effect as of 2017 experienced 
only about 70% as great a gain in their 
college-educated populations as did Right 
to Work states.

“The simple fact is, college-educated 
employees, like other employees, benefit 
from Right to Work laws,” said National 
Right to Work Committee Vice President 
Matthew Leen.

“Working-age people of all kinds 
prefer to live in Right to Work states when 
they can because living costs are lower 
and real incomes are higher.”

Mr. Leen cited a recent analysis by 
the National Institute for Labor Relations 
Research.

Forced-Unionism States
Seeking a ‘Brain Gain’ 
Should Pass Right to Work

The Institute found that the average 
cost of living-adjusted, after-tax income 
per household in Right to Work states in 
2017 was $57,416, roughly $4,500 higher 
than the forced-unionism state average.

Mr. Leen concluded: 
“The Institute’s analysis reinforces 

what the Census data already show: 
Forced-unionism states seeking a ‘brain 
gain’ should pass Right to Work laws.

“Policymakers in the 22 states that 
still lack Right to Work protections for 
workers should pay heed to the data.”  

Data from the U.S. Census Bureau show that college-educated, working-age people 
prefer to live when they can in Right to Work states, where living costs are lower and 
real incomes are higher.
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Under Indictment, and Still a Kingmaker
Pennsylvania Politicians Gladly Accept Shady Union’s Largesse

In January, Business Manager John 
Dougherty (AKA “Johnny Doc”) and five 
other officers and staff members of Local 
98 of the International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers (IBEW) union were 
charged in the U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of Pennsylvania with 
embezzlement, bribery and theft.

According to prosecutors, Johnny Doc 
and his cohorts stole more than $600,000 
in union funds, primarily dues and fees 
that workers under their control are forced 
to fork over as a job condition due to 
Pennsylvania’s lack of a Right to Work 
law.

Late this winter, a number of pundits 
publicly wondered if local and state 
politicians would continue to accept cash 
contributions and forced dues-funded “in-
kind” support from IBEW Local 98. (At 
this writing, the union is still being run by 
Johnny Doc and other indicted Big Labor 
bosses.)

No one has to wonder any more.

‘Plenty of Politicians Are
Still Happy to Take Checks’

Recent campaign filings show, as 
journalist Dave Davies of WHYY radio 
in Philadelphia pointed out in a May 16 
report, that “plenty of politicians are still 
happy to take checks from the union 
headed by the man known as ‘Johnny 
Doc.’”

Reports collected by Mr. Davies show 
that during the first few months of this year 
“Local 98 spent $746,000” supporting “19 
Philadelphia candidates for office.”

The largest single contribution by far 
was $400,000 to a super PAC, which used 
the money to buy air time for ads backing 
Philadelphia Mayor Jim Kenney’s (D) re-
election bid.

And the money Local 98 kingpins 
poured into City of Philadelphia 
electioneering represents only about half 
of the $1.4 million the Local 98 hierarchy 
acknowledges devoting to Pennsylvania 
politics since the beginning of this year.

A large share of the loot went to 
ward committees and county political 
committees outside of Philadelphia. 

Union PAC Contributions 
‘Aren't Genuinely 
Voluntary at All’

“Big Labor politicians like Jim Kenney 
often try to explain away their willingness 

to benefit from direct and/or indirect 
contributions from crooked union bosses 
by pretending it is rank-and-file union 
members who are donating the money,” 
said National Right to Work Committee 
Vice President Mary King. 

“That’s laughable. The reality is that 
Local 98 PAC contributions are extracted 
from rank-and-file members. They aren’t 
genuinely voluntary at all.

“As a February 25 Philadelphia 
Inquirer article noted, citing former Local 
98 insider Rick Mariano, who successfully 
ran for city council with Johnny Doc’s 
backing before falling afoul of the law 
himself, when Local 98 members sign up 
to make PAC donations, ‘it’s not really 
voluntary -- if they want to work.’ 

“And of course, although the money 
comes from the union rank-and-file, 
it is Johnny Doc who has the final say 

about which politicians get Local 98 
contributions, and which don’t.

“Another lame excuse some politicians 
offer for continuing to rake in Local 98 
contributions is that the evidence against 
Johnny Doc and his henchmen has not yet 
been presented to a jury.”

Other Union Officers
‘Unwittingly’ Loaned 
$271,462 to Johnny Doc 

“Like every other American, Johnny 
Doc has a right to have his day in court 
before he is subjected to any criminal 
punishment,” affirmed Ms. King.

“But no citizen with a modicum of 
common sense needs to wait for a jury to 
tell him or her that Local 98 is a crooked 
operation that is not run for the benefit of 
the workers it purportedly represents.”

Ms. King pointed to a National Institute 
for Labor Relations Research analysis of 
the union’s LM-2 and other disclosure 
reports for 2016, the most recent such 
forms Local 98 has submitted to the U.S. 
Labor Department:

“The union’s own disclosures reveal 
gross mismanagement,” she said. “For 
example, the LM-2 admits other Local 
98 officers ‘unwittingly’ (and illegally) 
loaned $271,462 in union treasury money 
to Johnny Doc.

“Just the information in federal 
disclosure forms, let alone the charges 
in the pending criminal cases, should be 
enough to deter public officeholders and 
challengers for public office from wanting 
to have any association with the Local 98 
brass. 

“But the lure of forced dues-fueled 
politicking keeps drawing them in.” 
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Politicians are marching in lockstep 
with Johnny Doc after his indictment 
for forced-dues embezzlement. 
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Teamster Dons Host Biden Campaign Launch
He Helped Pass Law Paving Way For Teamster Pension Benefit Cuts

Former Vice President Joe Biden, 
currently regarded as the frontrunner for 
the 2020 Democrat Party presidential 
nomination, announced his latest bid for 
the White House on April 29 in Pittsburgh, 
Pa.

Appearing before an enthusiastic 
crowd of Big Labor operatives at a union 
hall owned by the hierarchy of Local 
249 of the International Brotherhood of 
Teamsters (IBT), Mr. Biden declared, “I 
make no apologies; I am a union man, 
period.”

Even as many union strategists cheer 
on the “union man” they hope will oust 
pro-Right to Work President Donald 
Trump next year, roughly 17,000 rank-
and-file IBT Local 249 retirees are bracing 
themselves for a looming 30% cut in their 
pension benefits.

Joe Biden ‘Telephoned
Democrats to Secure the
Votes Needed For Passage’

And managers of the Western 
Pennsylvania Teamsters and Employers 
Benefit Fund are authorized to slash 
unionized retirees’ benefits under a 
2014 law that both Mr. Biden and then-
President Barack Obama lobbied hard to 
push through a lame-duck Congress.

As Pittsburgh City Paper staff writer 

Ryan Deto explained in an April 30 news 
analysis, the so-called “Multi-Employer 
Pension Reform” Act of 2014 (MPRA) 
allows benefit fund managers to reduce 
unionized pensioners’ benefits, “to as little 
as $13,000 a year.”

Prior to the MPRA’s adoption, 
powerful union bosses lobbied Congress 
for years to grant “multi-employer” 
pensions, private retirement funds that 
are controlled by Big Labor in partnership 
with unionized companies, the power to 
cut benefits sharply, without ever having 
to file for bankruptcy.

In 2013, national plumbers union boss 
William Hite and Tom Nyhan, executive 
director of the Teamster Union’s Central 
States Southeast and Southwest Areas 
Pension Fund, were among the most 
enthusiastic supporters of a benefit-
overhaul scheme permitting retiree 
benefits to be shredded.

And after the MPRA, which was based 
on the blueprint endorsed by Mr. Hite 
and Mr. Nyhan, became part of a $1.1 
trillion omnibus budget measure, Mr. 
Obama and Mr. Biden both “telephoned 
Democrats to secure the votes needed for 
passage of the package,” according to a 
contemporaneous Associated Press report. 

National Right to Work Committee 
Vice President Greg Mourad commented:

“The Teamsters Central States and 
Western Pennsylvania pensions and 

numerous other multi-employer plans are 
grossly underfunded primarily for one 
reason:  The contributions going into these 
funds, in amounts determined through 
union monopoly bargaining, were never 
sufficient to pay for the pensions that 
union bosses and their agents told workers 
they would provide.”

Many Workers Who Now Face
Steep Teamster Pension Cuts
Aren’t Voluntary Members

Mr. Mourad continued:
“Big Labor politicians like Joe Biden 

supported the MPRA because they wanted 
irresponsible union bosses to be able to 
keep their pension funds open and promise 
new benefits even as they closed their 
huge funding gaps by cutting workers’ 
pensions by as much as 50%, or in some 
cases even more.

“As a consequence of this law, 
Teamster retirees in western Pennsylvania 
may soon have to get by with $2,000 
a month from the plan rather than the 
$3,000 they were promised, according to 
a news story published by the Pittsburgh 
Post-Gazette this January. 

“Now that Mr. Biden is running for 
President, he can be expected to try to 
cover his tracks by endorsing a massive 
multiemployer pension bailout that could 
ultimately cost taxpayers $600 billion or 
more.

“Since many of the workers who 
now face steep pension cuts never even 
voluntarily joined the union whose 
officers are at fault for benefit-fund 
mismanagement, legislation to help 
workers and families who have counted 
on Big Labor-run pensions and now 
face grave financial hardship may be 
appropriate.

“But it would be unforgivably reckless 
for Congress and any president, current 
or future, to furnish such assistance 
without also holding union bosses and 
any employers who colluded with them 
responsible for shorting workers out of 
their contracted compensation.

“Unfortunately, based on his record 
during 36 years in the U.S. Senate and 
eight years as vice president, Joe Biden 
can be expected, if he wins the White 
House, to side again and again with union- 
boss special interests at the expense of 
ordinary workers, whether they are union 
members or union-free.” 

Joe Biden kicked off his 2020 campaign at a union hall owned by Teamsters Local 
249.  Under a law backed by Mr. Biden in 2014, Local 249 retirees may soon see their 
pension benefits slashed by 30%.
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Loss of Freedom, Opportunities
Continued from page 8

Mix, “the results would be a devastating 
loss of personal freedom for workers and a 
shipwreck for the U.S. economy.

“As federal government data-trackers 
and nonpartisan economic researchers 
alike have shown again and again, Right 
to Work states capture an outsized share of 
job-creating investments in the U.S.”

As an example, Mr. Mix cited the U.S 
Commerce Department’s recently updated 
statistics regarding growth in output in 
automotive manufacturing, as measured in 
constant, chained 2012 dollars:

“Excluding the five states that passed 
and began enforcing Right to Work laws 
between 2012 and 2017 from the U.S. 
total, and considering just the 22 states 
that had already banned forced unionism 
in 2007, the Right to Work share of 
automotive manufacturing grew from 48% 
to 62% over the next decade.

“Real automotive manufacturing GDP 
in these 22 states grew by 38% from 2007 
to 2017, but it fell by 22% in the 23 states 
that were still forced-unionism as of the 
end of 2017.

“The loss of such investments in Right 
to Work states where, in the words of pro-
forced unionism journalist C.J. Atkins, ‘the 
people and the money are moving,’ would 
be devastating for the national economy.”

Economic ‘Assets Are
Not Created “Naturally”
Or “Automatically”’

Some compulsory-unionism pro-
ponents may naively assume that, if 
Taft-Hartley 14(b) were butchered and 
Right to Work states basically ceased to 
exist, major investments in the auto and 
other industries would be made in forced-
unionism states.

That’s not at all likely. As George 
Mason University economist Don 
Boudreaux observed a couple of years 
ago, economic assets “are not created 
‘naturally’ or ‘automatically.’”

In other words, if investors cannot find 
a location in the U.S. where they can put 
their money to work on a job-creating 
project with a reasonable confidence of 
earning a good return on their money, they 
can choose a location somewhere else in 
the world, or choose not to do the project 
at all.

Mr. Mix concluded:  
“Without Right to Work states, there 

would certainly be far fewer jobs created in 
the U.S. as a whole. And job seekers who 

couldn’t find good-paying jobs in slow-
growth forced-unionism states wouldn’t 
have anywhere to flee.”

PRO Act Would Roll
Back 70 Years of
Right to Work Progress

When Ms. Murray and Mr. Scott first 
filed their union-boss gift bag this spring, 
they were joined by 40 original cosponsors 
in the Senate and 100 original cosponsors 
in the House.

Since then, the total number of 
congressional sponsors of S.1306/
H.R.2474 has risen to 196.

“With Big Labor wielding operational 
control over just the House at this time, 
and with Donald Trump in the Oval Office, 
the PRO Act is almost certainly not going 
to become law in the short-term future,” 
noted Mr. Mix.

“But the fact that this extremist bill has, 
as of early June, already been signed on to 
by 87% of the Senate Democrat caucus is 
alarming.

“The 14(b) evisceration alone would 
basically roll back labor policy to 1946, 
when Congress had not yet legislatively 
affirmed states’ authority to protect 

employees’ Right to Work and the 
Supreme Court had not yet ruled that state 
Right to Work laws were permitted under 
the NLRA.

“And yet, more and more politicians 
are so beholden to Big Labor that they are 
cosponsoring the PRO Act even though 
their constituencies are staunchly pro-
Right to Work.”

Mr. Mix cited the example of Rep. 
Abigail Spanberger (D-Va.), who put her 
name on H.R.2474 on May 16.

Politicians Who Support
PRO Act Could Face Harsh
Electoral Consequences

She represents a district that backed 
Mr. Trump, an avowed Right to Work 
supporter, over pro-forced unionism 
Hillary Clinton by a solid 50% to 44% 
margin and is located in the heart of a state 
that has been Right to Work since 1947.

“Public opposition to compulsory 
unionism is very broad and often passionate 
in Right to Work states like Virginia,” said 
Mr. Mix. 

“The growing number of D.C. 
politicians who purport to represent 
citizens of Right to Work states, but are 
going on record in support of foisting 
forced unionism on the entire country, 
could face harsh electoral consequences in 
2020 and beyond.”  

For years, real output in important industrial sectors like automotive manufacturing 
has been rising in Right to Work states as a group while falling in forced-dues states 
in the aggregate.

Change in Automotive Manufacturing GDP, 2007-2017
Right to Work States vs. Forced-Unionism States

NOTE:
Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, 
West Virginia and Kentucky, which 
switched from forced-unionism to 
Right to Work between 2012 and 
2017, are excluded.

Source:
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
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Right to Work state politicians like (inset clockwise, starting from bottom left) Gary 
Peters (Mich.), Debbie Mucarsel-Powell (Fla.), Abby Spanberger (Va.), and Haley 
Stevens (Mich.) are joining Democrat leaders' war on Right to Work.

Big Labor Politicians vs. Their Own States
‘War on 14(b)’ Joined by 44 D.C. Solons From Right to Work States

See Loss page 7

Today 27 states have Right to Work 
laws on the books that prohibit the 
termination of employees for refusal to 
join or pay dues or fees to a union they 
don’t want, and never asked for.

These laws enjoy overwhelming public 
support in jurisdictions where they have 
been adopted and are in effect.

Big Labor has spent vast sums of 
money over the years on state-level efforts 
to wipe out Right to Work laws.

But it has had no success over the 
past six-a-half decades in any state whose 
citizens have had the opportunity to 
experience, even for a short time, what 
prohibiting forced union dues and fees 
means in practice.

Unfortunately, this spring 44 Big 
Labor U.S. senators and representatives 
from Right to Work states went on record 
in support of a pending legislative power 
grab that would override the wishes of 
their own constituents, including state 
elected officials. 

It would foist a forced-unionism regime 
on the whole nation.

Scheme Would Override Every
State Right to Work Law
Currently on the Books

On May 2, S.1306/H.R.2474, the 
cynically mislabeled “Protecting the 
Right to Organize” Act, or PRO Act, was 
introduced in both chambers of Congress. 
Its lead Senate sponsor is Democrat Patty 
Murray, who hails from forced-unionism 
Washington.

But the so-called PRO Act’s lead 
House sponsor, Education and Labor 
Committee Chairman Bobby Scott (D-
Va.), purportedly “represents” the interests 
of the people who reside in a congressional 
district located in Norfolk, Newport News, 
Suffolk, and surrounding regions in Right 
to Work Virginia.

National Right to Work Committee 
President Mark Mix commented:

“The PRO Act is a blueprint for what 
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi [D-Calif.], 
Senate Minority Leader Charles Schumer 
[D-N.Y.], and other Big Labor politicians 
in Washington, D.C., have in store for 
America as soon as they again get control 
of the White House and both chambers of 
Congress.

“It’s a smorgasboard of special-interest 
delights for the union hierarchy.

“Among all the provisions in the PRO 

Act, the single most outrageous one would 
amend the National Labor Relations Act 
[NLRA] to empower private-sector union 
bosses in all 50 states, including the 27 
erstwhile Right to Work states, to force 
employees to pay union fees against their 
will.” 

Union Operatives Exult: PRO
Act Would ‘Pull the Teeth’ 
Out of Right to Work Laws

Unlike the grossly misnamed 
“Workplace Democracy” Act, introduced 
by radical Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) as 
S.2810 in the 2017-2018 Congress and 
expected to be introduced in the current 
Congress by Mr. Sanders soon, S.1306/
H.R.2474 would not openly repeal Section 
14(b) of the 1947 Taft-Hartley Act.

For more than seven decades, Section 
14(b) has explicitly authorized states 
to prohibit within their jurisdictions 
the very forced-dues and forced-fees 
job requirements that federal labor law 
elsewhere authorizes and promotes.

Instead of eliminating 14(b), the 
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Murray-Scott bill renders it almost 
meaningless by inserting a provision 
stating that the extraction of forced fees 
from employees for union monopoly 
bargaining, regardless, of whether it 
benefits or hurts them personally, shall 
be “valid” notwithstanding “any State or 
Territorial law.” 

As the web site of the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) 
union exulted in a May 13 posting, the 
PRO Act would thus “pull the teeth” out of 
Right to Work laws.

“It’s worth noting that union operatives 
recognize that S.1306/H.R.2474 makes 
war on 14(b),” said Mr. Mix. “But what 
this legislation would really do is cut the 
heart out of state Right to Work laws.”

Loss of Right to Work
Engine Would Be Devastating
For America as a Whole

“If the 14(b) evisceration and other 
pro-forced unionism provisions in the 
PRO Act were adopted,” continued Mr. 


